
 

 

 

OFFICIAL NOTICE AND AGENDA 
Notice is hereby given that the Redevelopment Authority of the City of Stoughton, Wisconsin will 

hold a regular or special meeting as indicated on the date, time and location given below. 

 

Meeting of the: 
Date /Time: 
Location: 

Members: 

Redevelopment Authority of the City of Stoughton 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 @ 5:30 pm. 
Mayor’s Office/City Hall (381 E Main St, Stoughton WI 53589)  
Dan Kittleson, Steve Sletten, Scott Truehl, Peter Sveum, Ron Christianson, Carl Chenoweth, 
Jim Schaefer, Brad Crowley, Laurie Sullivan 

 

Item #   CALL TO ORDER 

 

1   Communications   

  

Item #   REPORTS 

 

2   Vierbicher Invoice for Professional Services in February 

 

3   2011 Year End Financials 

 

Item #   OLD BUSINESS 

   

Item #   NEW BUSINESS    

 

4   Approval of the February 8, 2012 minutes 

 

5  ** Update on Hwy Trailer Building 

 

  ** The Meeting May Close Per State Statute 19.85(1)(e), deliberating or negotiating the  

   purchasing of public properties, the investing of public funds, or conducting other  

   specified public business, whenever competitive or bargaining reasons require a closed  

   session, and then reopen for the regular course of business 

 

6   Discuss marketing strategies 

 

7   Discuss Website Design 

 

8   Discuss Broker  

 

9   Future agenda items  

 

   ADJOURNMENT  
 “IF YOU ARE DISABLED AND IN NEED OF ASSISTANCE, PLEASE CALL 873-6677 PRIOR TO THIS MEETING.”  
NOTE:  AN EXPANDED MEETING MAY CONSTITUTE A QUORUM OF THE COUNCIL. 
Note: For security reasons, the front door of the City Hall Building will be locked after 4:30 p.m.  If you need to enter City Hall after that 

time, please use the Fifth Street entrances. 
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EPA Brownfi elds Grants CERCLA Liability  
and All Appropriate Inquiries 


To be eligible for an EPA brownfields grant to address contamination at brownfields properties, eligible entities 
must demonstrate that they are not liable under CERCLA for the contamination at the site. Accordingly, eligible entities 
who may be considered “potentially responsible parties” under CERCLA must demonstrate they meet one of the liability 
protections or defenses set forth in CERCLA by establishing that they are (1) an innocent landowner, (2) a contiguous 
property owner, (3) a bona fide prospective purchaser, or (4) a government entity that acquired the property involuntarily 
through bankruptcy, tax delinquency, or abandonment, or by exercising its power of eminent domain. 


To claim protection from liability as an innocent landowner, contiguous property owner, or bona fide prospective purchaser, 
property owners, including state and local governments, must conduct all appropriate inquiries prior to acquiring the property. 


What is CERCLA? 
The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation 
and Liability Act (CERCLA), also known as “Superfund,” 
was established to address abandoned hazardous waste sites. 
Among other things, CERCLA establishes a liability scheme 
for determining who can be held accountable for releases of 
hazardous substances. CERCLA also establishes the authority 
for EPA’s Brownfields Program and sets forth which entities 
and properties are eligible for brownfields grants. 


Can state and local governments be found 
liable for contamination at brownfi elds? 
Yes. Under CERCLA, persons (including state and local gov-
ernments) can be liable by virtue of property ownership, 
or by virtue of their actions with respect to a particular site. 
For sites from which there is a release or threatened release 
of hazardous substances, the categories of  “potentially respon-
sible parties” include any person or party who: 


▪	 Currently owns or operates the property, or owned or 
operated the property at the time of disposal of hazardous 
substances; 


▪	 Arranged for hazardous substances to be disposed of or 
transported to the site for disposal; or 


▪	 Transported hazardous substances to the site. 


Applicants should note that CERCLA employs a “strict 
liability” scheme—that means it is without regard to fault. 
Accordingly, a person who owns a property from which 
there is a release of hazardous substances can be held liable 
just by virtue of ownership. 


If I am applying for a brownfi elds grant 
do I have to worry about CERCLA liability? 
Yes. Brownfields grantees are prohibited from using grant 
money to pay response costs at a brownfield site for which 
the grantee is potentially liable under CERCLA. 


Therefore, all brownfields grantees who may be potentially 
liable at the site for which they are seeking funds must dem-
onstrate that they are not liable for the contamination that 
will be addressed by the grant, subgrant, or loan. Applicants 
who own or operate the property for which they are seeking 
funding, or who may have owned or operated the property 
at the time of disposal of hazardous substances, must demon-
strate they fall within one of the liability protections. 


Cleanup grant applicants in particular should take note of this 
prohibition. Because cleanup grantees are required to own a 
site to receive brownfields funding—and because owners of 
contaminated property are liable under CERCLA—cleanup 
grant applicants must demonstrate they meet one of the liabil-
ity protections described above. Some grant applicants who 
do not own the property for which they are seeking funding, 
or who are not seeking site-specific grant funds, may not 
fall within one of the categories of “potentially responsible 
parties,” and thus may not have to demonstrate they meet 
a liability protection. 


Please contact your Regional Brownfields representative if 
you are not sure whether you will need to demonstrate a 
liability protection to be eligible for a grant. 
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Who may be protected 
from liability under CERCLA? 
The CERCLA statute provides protection from liability for 
certain parties, provided they comply with specific criteria 
outlined in the statute. Parties provided protection from 
CERCLA liability include: 


▪	 Innocent landowners (CERCLA §101(35)(A)) 


▪	 Contiguous property owners (CERCLA §107(q)) 


▪	 Bona fide prospective purchasers (CERCLA §§101(40) 
and 107(r)) 


▪	 Units of state or local government that acquire ownership 
or control involuntarily through bankruptcy, tax delinquency, 
or abandonment (CERCLA §101(20)(D)) 


Government entities that acquire property by eminent 
domain (CERCLA §101(35)(A)(ii)) 


What are the conditions for attaining 
liability protection under CERCLA? 
To be eligible for liability protection under CERCLA as an 
innocent landowner, contiguous property owner or bona fide 
prospective purchaser, prospective property owners must: 


▪	 Conduct All Appropriate Inquiries in compliance with 40 
CFR Part 312, prior to acquiring the property; 


▪	 Comply with all Continuing Obligations after acquiring 
the property. (CERCLA §§101(40)(C – G) and §§107(q)(A) 
(iii – viii)); and 


▪	 Not be affiliated with any liable party through any familial  
relationship or any contractual, corporate or financial rela-
tionship (other than a relationship created by the instrument  
by which title to the property is conveyed or financed). 


NOTE: Property acquisition includes properties acquired by 
gifts and zero price transactions. 


 Eastern Manufacturer Brewer, Maine, prior to 
cleanup (above) and after (right) 


How can a state or local government  
demonstrate that it is  
not liable for contamination at a brownfi eld? 
All state and local governments that may be potentially liable 
at a site for which they are applying for funding (including 
site-specific assessment grants, cleanup grants, or subgrants 
or loans from revolving loan funds), must demonstrate that 
they qualify for one of the CERCLA liability protections. All 
non-profit entities applying for brownfields cleanup grants 
also must make this demonstration. 


To demonstrate that it qualifies as an innocent landowner, 
contiguous landowner, or bona fide prospective purchaser, 
the applicant must: 


▪	 Conduct All Appropriate Inquires prior to acquiring the 
property, and 


▪	 Comply with all Continuing Obligations after acquiring the 
property. 


State and local governments that acquired a property involun-
tarily through bankruptcy, tax delinquency, or abandonment, 
or by exercising their power of eminent domain, do not have 







 
 


  
 
 


 


 


 


  


 


 


 


 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


  
 


  


 


to conduct all appropriate inquiries prior to acquiring the 
property, but must exercise “due care” after acquiring the 
property (CERCLA §101(35)(A) and §§107(b)(3)(a – b)). 
[Note: One threshold criteria for applicants seeking cleanup 
grant funding is that a Phase I must be conducted prior to 
application submission. Accordingly, although state and local gov-
ernments that acquired property involuntarily are not required 
to conduct all appropriate inquiries for purposes of establishing 
a liability protection, they may have to conduct all appropriate 
inquiries anyway to be eligible for a cleanup grant.] 
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What is “All Appropriate Inquiries”? 
“All Appropriate Inquiries,” or AAI is the process of conducting 
due diligence or a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment to 
determine prior uses and ownership of a property and assess 
conditions at the property that may be indicative of releases 
or threatened releases of hazardous substances at, on, in, or to 
the property. 


The standards and practices established as comprising “All 
Appropriate Inquiries” are set forth in regulations promul-
gated at 40 CFR Part 312. 


EPA recognizes two ASTM International Standards as compliant 
with the AAI requirements:   ASTM E1527-05 “Standard Prac tice  
for Environmental Site Assessments: Phase I Environmental
Site Assessment Process” and E2247-08 “Standard Practice  
for Environmental Site Assessments: Phase I Environmental Site  
Assessment Process for Forestland or Rural Property.” 


When must All Appropriate Inquiries 
be conducted? 
▪	 All Appropriate Inquiries must be conducted or updated 


within one year prior to acquiring ownership of a property. 


▪	 Certain aspects or provisions of All Appropriate Inquiries 
(i.e., interviews of current and past owners, the review 


of government records, the on-site visual inspection, and 
searches for environmental cleanup liens) must be con-
ducted or updated within 180 days prior to acquiring 
ownership of a property. 


Who can perform All Appropriate Inquiries? 
The individual who supervises or oversees the conduct of the 
AAI investigation and signs the final report required in the 
AAI regulation must meet the definition of an “Environmental 
Professional” provided in the AAI Final Rule (40 CFR §312.10). 


A person that does not qualify as an “Environmental Profes-
sional” as defined in 40 CFR §312.10, may assist in the conduct 
of the investigation if he or she is under the responsible charge 
of a person meeting the definition. 


What are “Continuing Obligations?” 
After acquiring a property, to maintain the liability protections, 
landowners must comply with “continuing obligations” during 
their property ownership.The continuing obligations include: 


1. Provide all legally required notices with respect to the 
discovery or release of a hazardous substance; 


2. Exercise appropriate care with respect to the hazardous 
substances by taking reasonable steps to stop or prevent 
continuing or threatened future releases and exposures, 
and prevent or limit human and environmental exposure to 
previous releases; 


3. Provide full cooperation, assistance, and access to per-
sons authorized to conduct response actions or natural 
resource restoration; 


4. Comply with land use restrictions and not impede the 
effectiveness of institutional controls; and 


5. Comply with information requests and subpoenas. 


Where can I get additional information? 
For general information, see the EPA Brownfields website at:  www.epa.gov/brownfields 


For more information on the AAI requirements, see:  http://www.epa.gov/brownfields/regneg.htm  


For more information on continuing obligations, see:  
http://www.epa.gov/compliance/resources/policies/cleanup/superfund/common-elem-guide.pdf 


Contact Patricia Overmeyer at: Overmeyer.patricia@epa.gov 


Brownfields Fact Sheet 
EPA Brownfields Grants,  
CERCLA Liability,  
and All Appropriate Inquiries 


Solid Waste 
and Emergency 
Response (5105) 


EPA 560-F-09-026 
April 2009 


www.epa.gov/brownfields 



mailto://Overmeyer.patricia@epa.gov

mailto://Overmeyer.patricia@epa.gov



		aaicerclafs.pdf

		Brownfield Grant e-mail.pdf






Redevelopment Area #1 Project Plan, 2008 (Railroad Corridor)


Rail Corridor Neighborhood Plan, 2009


Redevelopment Area #2 Project Plan, 2011 (former Marathon Gas Station)


Project Plans & Downloads


CDBG Low-Interst Home Improvement Loan
    (Applications currently in-process for 2012)


Develoment Opportunity
Former Marathon Gas Station Site on Main Street


Current E�orts


Stoughton Trailers Adding Workforce
(Former facility sites made available at low cost to Stoughton RDA for redevelopment)


Elven Sted - New a�ordable apartments unveiled as �rst Stougton RDA success story!


News


The Redevelopment Authority was formed in 2007 to focus on 
improving urban districts in Stoughton.  It is composed of a group 
of citizen commissioners, with the goal to encourage 
reinvestment in troubled neighborhoods; creating jobs, adding 
in�ll housing, improving the tax base, and enhancing the 
community’s quality of life.


The RDA generally meets each second Wednsday of the month, 
and its meetings are open to the public.








CITY OF STOUGHTON
BALANCE SHEET


DECEMBER 31, 2011


FUND 261 - REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY


ASSETS


261-11100 PRIMARY CHECKING- RDA 13,142.72


261-11302 WISC INVESTMENT FUND 50,008.58


TOTAL ASSETS 63,151.30


LIABILITIES AND EQUITY


LIABILITIES


261-21100 ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 228.50


261-25100 ADVANCE FROM GEN FD-TO RDA 41,800.00


TOTAL LIABILITIES 42,028.50


FUND EQUITY


261-39000 BEGINNING FUND BALANCE ( 3,013.69)


REVENUE OVER EXPENDITURES - YTD 24,136.49


BALANCE - CURRENT DATE 21,122.80


TOTAL FUND EQUITY 21,122.80


TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY 63,151.30
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6   Discuss marketing strategies 


 


7   Discuss Website Design 


 


8   Discuss Broker  


 


9   Future agenda items  


 


   ADJOURNMENT  
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REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY MEETING MINUTES 
Wednesday, February 8, 2012 – 5:30 p.m. 
Mayor’s Office, City Hall 
 
Present:   
Scott Truehl, Jim Schaefer, Dan Kittleson, Brad Crowley, Steve Sletten, Ron 
Christianson, Carl Chenoweth(6:20pm) and Peter Sveum 
 
Absent: 
Finance Director Laurie Sullivan  
 
Others Present:    
Ben Zellers and Lisa Aide 
 
Call to order:  
Truehl called the meeting to order at 5:30 p.m.   
 
Minutes of the RDA meetings of January 11, 2012: 
Moved by Schaefer, seconded by Kittleson, to approve the minutes of January 11, 2012 
RDA meeting as presented.  Motion carried unanimously. 
 
Communications: 
None 
 
Marathon Station & Hwy Trailer Building Update: 
Truehl gave an update on the Hwy Trailer Building.  Ken Wahlin had called Truehl after 
the RDA Meeting on January 11th to confirm that he was directing his attorney to get the 
closing documents ready to be able to close by the end of February.  Truehl will follow 
up with Sullivan to be sure the 2 attorneys are working together to make the closing 
happen. 
 
Discuss Marketing Strategies: 
Sveum stated that the City is in negotiations with a property owner and will be 
interviewing 3 commercial brokers in the next couple of weeks.  We may be able to 
piggyback with them and could possibly use the same broker.  Truehl handed 
discussion over to Zellers who went thru his memo dated 8/4/11 and talked about the 8 
ideas that could help generate developer interest.  
 
Sveum asked if we would benefit from having our own website.  Discussion took place 
as to whether we should have a spot on the City website or our own domain.  
Discussion took place as to what the website should contain – our logo, CDBG home 
loan information, success stories, neighborhood plans, links to grants, pictures of 
projects we completed, good feeling stuff.  It was decided that Christianson would talk 
with City employees, Bill Brehm & Derrick Westby about what can be done in regards to 
putting something on the City Website.  Schaefer volunteered to do a mock up website 
for the RDA and distribute it to the members for comments.   
 







Redevelopment Authority Meeting Minutes 
February 8, 2012 
Page 2 
 
Talk turned to how to get publicity and recognition for the RDA.  Zellers thinks that we 
would have to innate a call to the State Journal and get them interested in doing an 
article.  Could use pictures of Movin Out finished project and a list of properties we now 
have for sale to generate interest for an article.  Truehl had stated that Dave Porterfield 
has been extremely positive with his experience in working with the RDA and would 
write letter of recommendations and give quotes for promotion for the RDA.  It was 
decided we should wait until we gain the Wahlin property and retain a broker before 
seeking publicity so a complete article can be done.  
 
Kittleson asked if a sign had been ordered for the Marathon Property.  Did not think sign 
had been ordered so discussion took place as to what should go on sign.  Our logo, 
phone number, website address were items that should go on sign.  Will bring back 
status of sign at next meeting. 
 
Discuss PARC Grant: 
Zellers went over his memo dated 2/2/12 that discussed the PARC Grant.  Discussed 
what the grant could be used for – pedestrian bridge at 8th Street or repair the footbridge 
that was damaged by a semi truck a couple of years ago.  Some hurdles include the 
fact the grant is due in April, property would have to be acquired, would need letters of 
support, a budget and a commitment to provide matching funds.  This is cash to cash 
matching grant with no in kind allowed.  It was decided we don’t have the money right 
now to match a grant so we will pass on this grant. 
 
Discuss and approve Vierbicher Contract for Services in 2012: 
Moved by Sveum, seconded by Christianson to approve the 2012 Contract for Services 
from Vierbicher.  Motion carried unanimously. 
 
Discuss Future Agenda Items: 
Strategies for future expansion 
Revisit map & discuss opportunities in that area 
Website 
Broker Involvement 
 
Adjourn:  
 Moved by Sveum, seconded by Sletten, to adjourn at 6:45 p.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Lisa Aide 
Finance Department 
 








CITY OF STOUGHTON
DETAIL REVENUES/EXPENDITURES WITH COMPARISON TO BUDGET


FOR THE 12 MONTHS ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2011


FUND 261 - REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY


PERIOD BUDGET % OF


ACTUAL YTD ACTUA AMOUNT VARIANCE BUDG


FOR ADMINISTRATION USE ONLY 100 % OF THE FISCAL YEAR HAS ELAPSED 03/09/2012 10:37AM PAGE: 1


SOURCE 43


261-43791 GRANTS - OTHER .00 10,000.00 .00 10,000.00 .00


TOTAL SOURCE 43 .00 10,000.00 .00 10,000.00 .00


SOURCE 48


261-48110 INTEREST - RDA .00 8.58 .00 8.58 .00


TOTAL SOURCE 48 .00 8.58 .00 8.58 .00


SOURCE 49


261-49210 TRANSFER IN- GENERAL FUND .00 30,000.00 .00 30,000.00 .00


261-49211 TRANSFER IN- TID #4 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00


TOTAL SOURCE 49 .00 30,000.00 .00 30,000.00 .00


TOTAL FUND REVENUE .00 40,008.58 .00 40,008.58 .00


DEPARTMENT 100


261-55100-340 MISC EXPENSE .00 15,872.09 .00 15,872.09 .00


TOTAL DEPARTMENT 100 .00 15,872.09 .00 15,872.09 .00


TOTAL FUND EXPENDITURES .00 15,872.09 .00 15,872.09 .00


NET REVENUE OVER EXPENDITURES .00 24,136.49 .00 24,136.49





